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Core Information
Song Overview:  Farmer Pete loses his ten sheep, one by one, until he finds all ten sheep hiding in the tractor shed!   
Use this song to help your children make sense and understand Number Bonds to 10.  
Helpful Resources:  M1: Dressing up clothes;  M2: Number Frames / 10s Frames;  A1+2: Printouts, dice & counters
Key Vocabulary:  bonds, partitioning
Top Teaching Tip:  As you watch and listen to the song, make it active by encouraging children to represent the bonds 
using fingers, Number Shapes or 10s Frames.

Make it Active! (alongside online Video Presentation or Full Track mp3)

M1: Children are Sheep  Ask 12 children to act out the song.  One child should play Farmer Pete, another the ‘tractor 
driver’ who sits on his tractor within the ‘tractor shed’.  Ten children play the role of the ‘sheep’, and they move, one by 
one, from the ‘sheep pen’ into the ‘tractor shed’ as the song develops.  This presentation is enhanced if Farmer Pete and 
the tractor driver dress up.  The other ten children could be given sheep hats or puppets.
M2: Number Frames / 10s Frames  Children work with a partner to represent the number bonds as the song progresses.  
One child could hold the Number Frame to represent the number of sheep in the sheep pen and their partner holds 
up the shape that represents the sheep in the tractor shed.  Alternatively, children can use two 10 frames for the same 
purpose.

Video Reasoning Ideas (using online Video Presentation)

V1: What Comes Next?  Pause the video at the end of a verse and ask the children to predict what happens next.  How 
do they know?  Can they show you their thinking using concrete resources?
V2: Hidden Number Bonds  Choose suitable places to pause the video and explore the hidden number bonds found in 
both locations.  For example, when pausing the video at 1:33 the bonds 3 + 1 = 4 can be seen in the sheep pen and  
5 + 1 = 6 in the tractor shed - when you consider the directions the sheep are facing.

Song Adaptation Ideas (see downloadable PowerPoint File and online Backing Track mp3)

S1: Change the Story  Create another ‘Bonds to 10’ song using an alternative context, e.g. 10 children, cakes, pigs etc.
S2: Change the Bond  Create a version of the song exploring a different number of sheep.

Activity Ideas
A1: Farmer Pete Gameboard:  Print out the Farmer Pete Gameboard (see page 2) and 
use counters to represent the sheep.  Explore how many different number bonds to 10 
can be created.  Use a dice to decide, for example, how many sheep are in the sheep pen 
and challenge children to reason how many sheep would be in the tractor shed.
A2: Farmer Pete Playing Cards:  Print out, cut out and laminate the Farmer Pete Playing 
Cards (see page 3).  Use these playing cards to play different games; including 
Snap (finding bonds to 10 or any other bond) and Pairs (memory game with pairs 
being created for bonds to 10).  The playing cards could also be used to create 
calculations as illustrated here.

Teacher Ideas Sheet
Title: Farmer Pete
Concept: Number Bonds to 10
Concept Video Link: *****
Song Type: Concept (ideal for understanding concepts)

‘4 and 6 make 10!’
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Farmer Pete, he had 10 sheep, 
All were in the pen. 
10 were safe and none had gone. 
10 add 0 makes 10.  

“Oh dear,” said Pete, “Where is my sheep? 
There’s 9 here in the pen. 
9 are safe and 1 has gone, 
9 add 1 makes 10”   

etc......

“Oh dear,” said Pete, “Where are my sheep? 
There’s none here in the pen. 
None are safe and 10 have gone, 
0 add 10 makes 10”

“Oh phew,” said Pete, “I’ve found my sheep! 
They’re all back in the pen. 
I found them up in the tractor shed, 
But now they’re back again!”

Music Score & Song Words
Title: Farmer Pete
Key: E
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Activity Ideas
A1: Farmer Pete Gameboard  Print out the Farmer Pete Gameboard (see page 2) and use 
counters to represent the sheep.  Explore how many different number bonds to 10 can 
be created.  Use a dice to decide how many sheep are in the sheep pen and children have 
to reason how many sheep are in the tractor shed.
A2: Farmer Pete Playing Cards  Print out, cut out and laminate the Farmer Pete Playing 
Cards (see page 3).  Use these playing cards to play different games; including 
Snap (finding bonds to 10 or any other bond) and Pairs (memory game with pairs 
being created for bonds to 10).  The playing cards could also be used to create 
calculations as illustrated here.

Recommended Songs
Number Bond (006/004)  10 sneaky criminals escape from prison and are rounded up by our hero, Number Bond.
My Football Team  You’re the captain of your favourite team.  You need 10 players to help you win the cup!
Sticky Toffees  You have 10 sticky toffees in your pockets - some are in the left pocket, how many in the right?
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Parent Ideas   Sheet
Title: Farmer Pete
Concept: Number Bonds to 10
Concept Video Link: *****
Song Type: Concept (ideal for understanding concepts)

Song Overview
Use this song help your children make sense and understand Number Bonds to 10 (e.g. 7 + 3 = 10).  Farmer Pete loses 
his ten sheep one by one until he finds all ten sheep hiding in the tractor shed!  Each verse highlights a different bond.

Did You Know?
Number Bonds to 10 are considered one of the most important 
mathematical concepts for children to master.  Our decimal number 
system is based on bonds to 10.  For example, 4 hundreds and 6 
hundreds make 10 hundreds!  This song helps children make sense 
of number bonds (i.e. they can see the pattern in the bonds, 10 + 0 
= 9 + 1 = 8 + 2 etc.)  This song also puts simple number bonds into a 
story context, helping children find meaning in everyday life.

Top Tips (using online Video Presentation or Full Track mp3)

T1: What Comes Next?  Play the video and pause it at the end of a verse.  Ask your child to predict what happens next.  
How do they know?  Can they show you using real objects?
T2: Using Objects  Children choose a set of objects they can use to represent the number bonds.  For example, children 
use 10 stones to represent the sheep.  How many different bonds can you create and record?  See examples of physical 
resources sometimes used in school that are illustrated below.

‘4 and 6 make 10!’

Examples of physical resources that children sometimes 
use to represent this song in the classroom:


